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Reports from the states:  

Fairs and conventions key to success… 
 

 

The Constitution Party of Idaho showed our flag in Pioneer Park, Grangeville, Idaho for 
the July 4

th
 2013 Border Days Rodeo festivities. The CP-Idaho County Chapter handed out 

literature and position statements, and greeted all who stopped by to see what the        
Constitution Party was about. The Idaho CPers gained voter contacts with a sign-up      
register sheet for more information. Their unscientific survey suggests economics and the 
corruption of what state Chairman Floyd Whitley calls “corporatist politicians” were at the 
top of voter concerns. Border Days is the oldest and largest rodeo in Idaho, drawing     
thousands of visitors, spectators and parade goers from communities throughout the North-
west and across America.  
 

Fair booths are an excellent way to “sell” the Constitution Party: person-to-person, with  
literature they can take home and read. It’s politics 101.  
 

In West Virginia, our Constitution Party affiliate carefully attends to the many important 
details of running the business end of a political party by way of a comprehensive monthly 
agenda. For its July meeting, the WVCP Executive Committee reviewed action on many 
fronts: “Updated party membership lists … dues renewal notices sent to CP registered   
voters … made an application to mail at nonprofit postal rate … obtained voter registration 
lists … developing a one-page flyer on illegal immigration for door-to-door canvassing … 
recruiting candidates for local and state offices … phone calls to targeted county            
independent voters: dialed 132 numbers so far, talked with 17 people and found 9          
interested.” The notes to the meeting state, “Perseverance is important since 48% of the 
calls were no answer, 29% disconnected, 10% wrong number.”  
 

Finally, like their fellow patriots in Idaho, the Mountain State CPers understand the         
importance of retail politics—they are gathering info on fairs and festivals for rest of the 
year so they can circulate candidate petitions. 
 

The Constitution Party of Missouri joined with other patriots at the annual “Get Prepared 
Expo,” a large convention where their table “sold out” of literature. Many friends and allies 
were at the function—featured speakers included patriots Sheriff Richard Mack and Gun 
Owners of America’s Executive Director Larry Pratt.  
 

Also, the CPMO is currently opposing all efforts that may support or advance any           
legislation or bill to merge the City of St. Louis with the County of St. Louis. “Government 
closest to the people is the most responsive to its constituents,” notes former State Chair 
Donna Ivanovich.  
 

* * * 
 

Booths at county fairs, gun shows, home school conventions, and distribution of literature 
at taxpayer protests are great ways of reaching new people for our party. Putting a face to 
the name “Constitution Party,” and distributing attractive literature about the issues of    
concern to Middle America, is the sure road to success. Thanks to all who brave the     
summer sun to stand up for the Constitution Party. 

John Eynon, State Secretary of 
CP-Idaho (shown in red shirt) 
staffed the booth along with 
other  Idaho CPers. Literature 
display holders and a flip chart 
are shown on the table at the 
left. Chairman Floyd Whitley 
says flip charts may be      
primitive, but they provide a lot 
of quick hard hitting visual   
information with a small 
‘footprint.’ They don’t require a 
computer screen, and yet are 
PowerPoint-like, interactive 
displays for booth walk-ups. A 
smart inexpensive presentation 
tool for outdoor events.” 

https://secure.giftwrapplus.org/cpnc/eu/subscribe/
https://secure.giftwrapplus.org/cpnc/eu/contribute/
https://www.constitutionparty.com
https://www.aqdesigns.net


Join us on our social networking sites... 

Message From the Chairman… 
 

With few exceptions, odd numbered years in the USA are years of 
non-partisan elections.  By that is meant offices are up for election for 
mayor, city council positions and numerous other local offices.  These 
are candidates who run for office with no party label.  Running       
candidates for such offices and winning those elections is critical to 
the long-term growth and development of the Constitution Party.  
 

Voter turn out in such elections is normally much smaller than in the even      
numbered year general elections and this gives our party even greater odds of 
electing people to such positions. Serving in local government gives our members 
an understanding of the practicalities of constitutional principles and public      
service—and it provides opportunities for experience and name recognition that 
few other local positions offer. In short, serving at the town and local city level 
gives our people experience in local government and provides them the opportunity to run for state legislative and state    
senate seats in the future.  
 
Utah, Nevada, and Idaho, to name just three states, have been successful using this approach. Constitution Party members 
have been elected to local office in all three states using the non-partisan election process.  In one instance, two of the five 
members of a city council are now members of the Constitution Party.  As such they have been able to have a positive      
influence on the other members of the council who are beginning to understand just how important it is to resist federal funds 
which have the effect of bringing federal control of decision making into the local communities. Decisions not to accept      
federal funds may not be particularly popular at first appearance, but as their fellow council members and local citizens begin 
to understand that accepting federal funding at the local level inevitably leads to more federal control and in turn leads to a 
heavier local tax burden on the citizens, they come to appreciate the wisdom of avoiding the federal bait in the first place.  
This reflects positively on Constitution Party ideals and ideas and our voter registration in those communities increases. 
 
Reversing the direction our nation is headed must begin at the local level. The process will not happen overnight, but as the 
local citizenry come to understand the negative consequences that result from accepting federal funding, they begin to      
appreciate the wisdom of our CP leaders and the long term benefits that result from maintaining local control over decisions 
that affect their daily lives. In time such thinking will begin to be felt in our county and state governments.   
 
In sum, change must come from the local level up.  It will never come from the top down.  
 
I would strongly encourage our local and state leaders to seek out good and wise people who understand the proper role of 
government to file for such offices and to make their influence felt in their local communities. It is true that in order to maintain 
ballot position the party must run state-wide candidates for office, but when we begin to elect our candidates to local county 
and state legislative positions, it will be because all such political success came from first running and electing our candidates 
to local office.  
 

Gratefully, 

Frank Fluckiger 

Clarification: In last month’s issue, the article on the Electoral 
College by Gary and Carolyn Alder had a sentence that was 
edited incorrectly. It should have read, “The first step, Electors, 
in each state, appointed as each State Legislature, would    
decide who would nominate the best possible presidential   
candidates.” The editor regrets the confusion and urges readers 
to visit the Alder’s excellent website www.FreedomFormula.us 
for more information.  

 
 

The Fall meeting of the Constitution Party’s National 
Committee will be held September 27 and 28 at 
the Crowne Plaza Hotel at the Denver Airport.    

Details will be announced soon.   

https://www.facebook.com/TheConstitutionParty
https://twitter.com/#!/CnstitutionPrty
http://www.youtube.com/user/ConstitutionParty?ob=0&feature=results_main
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/CONSTITUTION-PARTY-4421316?trk=myg_ugrp_ovr
https://plus.google.com/u/0/117294360274142439374/posts
http://www.FreedomFormula.us

